Verizon Cellular International

Phone Number Adding Global Feature: ____________________________  AR: _____________
Name: ______________________________________________________ NUID: ___________

Email Address: ________________________________________________

Global Features Offered:

- **$25/month Unlimited Global Data Feature (INDIVIDUAL PLAN ONLY)**
  - Plan is prorated, can be added and removed at any time during business hours (excludes weekends and holiday closings).
  - Covers unlimited global data in eligible countries*.
  - DOES NOT cover calls or texts that are made or received. Texts are always $0.50 to send and $0.05 to receive, calling rates per minute vary depending on the country.
  - **Plan will be added & removed at 8AM Central Time. Please choose an add/remove date considering time zone difference, travel times, etc.**

- **$15/month Canada/Mexico Only Feature**
  - Plan is not prorated (must be added full bill cycle, 23rd - 22nd).
  - Allows 100MB of data use, 100 calling minute, and 100 sent texts with unlimited incoming texts.
  - Overages: $10/100MB of data, $0.10/calling minute, $0.10/text message.

- **$25/month Canada/Mexico Only Feature**
  - Plan is not prorated (must be added full bill cycle, 23rd - 22nd).
  - Allows 1GB of data use, 500 calling minutes to US and local numbers, and 500 sent texts with unlimited incoming texts.
  - Overages: $20/1GB of data, $0.05/calling minute, $0.05/text message.

- **$40/month Global Feature (Excludes Canada, Mexico, and Non-covered Countries)**
  - Plan is not prorated (must be added full bill cycle, 23rd - 22nd).
  - Allows 100MB of data use, 100 calling minutes, and 100 sent texts with unlimited incoming texts.
  - Overages: $25/100MB of data, $0.25/calling minute, $0.25/text message.

- **$85/month Global Feature (Excludes Canada, Mexico, and Non-covered Countries)**
  - Plan is not prorated (must be added full bill cycle, 23rd - 22nd).
  - Allows 250MB of data use, 250 calling minutes, and 250 sent texts with unlimited incoming texts.
  - Overages: $25/100MB of data, $0.25/calling minute, $0.25/text message.

Countries Traveling: __________________________ Add Date: __________ Remove Date: __________

I understand that by signing this contract I am responsible for all monthly and global fees. I agree to pay the monthly fee and am responsible for any additional charges incurred while traveling internationally.

Signature: __________________________ Date: __________

*Not all countries are covered under these global plans. To verify the country you are traveling to is covered, please ask a Huskertech employee.

Your domestic voice minutes do not apply while you are traveling internationally. When you make/receive calls you will be charged on a per minute basis unless your global feature includes calls. Per minute rates vary per country; please ask an associate to verify the per minute rate of your country of travel. Your domestic messaging allowances do not apply when you travel internationally. When you send or receive text/picture/video messages you will be charged for each one sent and received unless your global feature covers texts. For all the plans some restrictions apply. The billing period begins on the 29th of every month or the day you sign up for service, and ends on the 28th of the month. All usage restarts on the 23rd of the month with Verizon's cycle. International calls (including Canada and Mexico) will be billed at the additional rate. Any hotspot feature currently active on your line is not compatible with any of the global features. No charge for calls you do not answer; you will be charged each time you call out regardless if there is an answer on the other end. You will be charged for any messages received during global travel. An approved Verizon phone is required for service. The maximum number of plan changes that can be done per cycle (23rd – 22nd) is five. If you exceed this limit we may not be able to add or remove a requested plan. This offer is available only to UNL Employees and Registered Students and are subject to change with notice.